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The desire to help people understand
the complexities of the change process lies
at the heart of this Autumn’s Newsletter.
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Sixteen years – Inspired Partners

Change TV – Ask the Expert

This September saw Inspired Partners celebrate
sixteen years of delivering change consultancy to
our clients across the UK. We wanted to take this
opportunity to thank you for your continued support.
As this is our ‘wax’ anniversary we have selected
the humble bumble bee as our talisman as it has
never been more important to ‘bee’ kind to each
other; the team; our clients; and the environment.

As part of our continued drive to make change
more accessible to people we are developing
ChangeTV. We will use our YouTube channel
to bring different aspects of change to life
and help people achieve successful and
sustainable change in their business.
To introduce ChangeTV we are giving you an
opportunity to ‘Ask the Expert’. If you have a
burning question that relates to change or
anything else we do, email your question to us
using info@inspired-partners.com and we will
enter your question into our prize draw. We will
select three questions, at random, from those
sent to us. The relevant experts will video their
answer to your questions (taking care to preserve
anonymity of course) and these videos will be
part of the launch of ChangeTV.

Charlie Changeman
For a few years now Sally P has been thinking
about how to make change, and all the concepts
that surround it, more accessible. In a similar vein
to business fables that have brought key messages
to life, Sally has created the character of Charlie
Changeman to support and guide people through
the various aspects of change but viewed from a
different perspective. Charlie’s main interest is the
natural world. It would be unfair to call him a
gardener as there is more to his role than that.
Each week on Linkedin Charlie introduces a
change-related topic and these will build into a
compendium that individuals can use as a
reference to understand their options when
designing, implementing and embedding change
interventions, large and small.
To follow Charlie Changeman visit his dedicated
Showcase Page (Charlie Changeman)
on Linkedin for regular updates.

We hope everyone is keeping safe and well in
these challenging times and if anyone wants to
discuss how we can help you remotely rather
than face-to-face we are fast becoming experts
in virtual consultancy and training. It is not quite
the same but better to keep moving forward
virtually than getting stuck waiting…
Kind regards
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